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Season 1, Episode 3
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Stiftungsfest



The 75th anniversary of the founding of a choir is celebrated in a hotel. At the party we sing, drink and dance. August Bark is also particularly cheerful and, during the evening, gives life to a provocative dance with the young and charming Irene Eppler. Shortly thereafter, the girl is found killed in her hotel room: she had a basal skull fracture. Chief Inspector Derrick begins to investigate trying to reconstruct the facts based on the testimony of those present. While it's not easy to identify the killer, Derrick has an idea as to who might be the culprit.
Quest roles:
Siegfried Lowitz(August Bark), Bruno Dietrich(Helmut Bark), Claudia Butenuth(Inge Bark), Herbert Fleischmann(Broll), Andrea Rau(Irene Eppler), Ullrich Haupt(Herr Eppler), Joachim Wichmann(Köhler), Panos Papadopulos(Nachtportier), Hans Stadtmüller(Feldmann), Marianne Paar(Frau Köhler)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
1 December 1974, 00:00
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